The rapid expansion of MBHCs in recent years and the changes in banking structures and practices brought about by this development have generated much controversy regarding the merits and desirability of holding companies. This article reviews evidence on some niajor issues raised by the emergence of MBHCs.
There has been a longstanding public concern in this country over the possibilities for excessive concentration in banking. Many have feared that increased concentration would place resource allocation in the hands of a relatively small number of banking organizations in the financial centers. Reflecting these attitudes and policies based on them, the structure of American banking has been unique in the world, with its numerous independent banking institutions. At the same time, because of limits on bank entry and branching, maximum interest rates on deposits, and other regulations, competition has been limited and individual banks, particularly in some smaller communities, have attained some degree of monopoly power.
iM}3HC5 have been established in various branch banking states. Organization as an ?vIBHC can have advantages over that of a branch banking system. For instance, a holding con,-pany system can often maintain lower aggregate reserves than the same-sized branch network.
A chief issue which has emerged with MBFIC development has been the effects that these holding companies have had on concentration and competition in banking. With entry into banking limited by prevailing government regulations, acquisitions by holding companies could increase concentration by reducing or eliminating competition, and permit the remaining firms in the market to obtain monopolistic profits by raising prices and lowering services. Since there are no widely agreed upon measures of concentration and competition, and since in some ways increased concentration could be consistent with more, not less, competition, evaluations have not been uniform.
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From a review of banking developments since the inid-1960s, it does not appear that national concentration has been a crucial problem. Although numerous acquisitions did affect concentration from what it would likely have been otherwise, given all other factors, concentration has changed only slightly during the period of rapid holding company expansion. Concentration, as measured by total domestic deposits held by the 100 largest banking organizations in the country, changed little in the period 1957 to 1968 when holding company activity was relatively dormant. From a level of 48.2 percent in 1957, concentration rose slightly to 49 percent in 1968. However, despite an acceleration in holding company acquisitions after 1968, many of which were made by the 100 largest banking organizations, nationwide 2Evidence has been advanced which supports both the hypothesis that increased market concentration results from efllciency of large organizations and the hypothesis that increased concentration facilitates collusion among finns. The relationship between efflcieacy and concentration, by itself, implies that customers gain as a result of higher concentration, but the relationship between collusion and concentration, by itself, implies that customers lose as a result of higher concentration. Since fewer restrictions on holding companies are associated with higher concentration, there are both potential benefits and costs for bank customers from snch lessened restrictions. Gerald P. Dwyer, Jr. and William C. Niblack. "Branching, liolding Companies, and Banking Concentration in the Eighth District," this Review (July 1974), pp. 11-18. concentration by these firms decreased from 49 percent of domestic deposits to 47 percent in 1973.M ore recent calculations find that between 1968 and mid-1977 the 10 largest banking organizations' share of domestic deposits declined from 20.4 to 18.3 percent while the share of the top 25 dropped from 31.9 to 28 percent. The 100 largest organizations' share declined from 49.7 to 45 percent over this period. 4
The apparent reason for this somewhat surprising result is that growth of domestic deposits (as distinct from foreign) was slower at the larger banking offices during the 1968-77 period than deposit growth at smaller banking offices. Also, there was a constraining influence on the larger organizations from antitrust laws and policies. Although over one-half of the 100 largest hank holding companies acquired other banks through the holding conipany device, a large portion of those acquired were de nova or small "foothold" acquisitions. Nevertheless, acquisitions by the 100 largest banking organizations between 1968 and 1973 did maintain nationwide concentration of domestic deposits above what otherwise would have prevailed. If the quantitative impact of these acquisitions is subtracted from the 1973 actual ratio of concentration, the resultant adjusted nationwide concentration ratio for 1973 would have been 44.7 percent. Since the actual ratio was 47 percent, holding company acquisitions in the 1968-73 period, everything else equal, increased concentration by 2.3 percentage points above the level that would have existed in the absence of such acquisitions. Thus, the pronounced increase in the share of total deposits of banks in MBHCs, mentioned in the introduction, reflected primarily the largest banks in the nation forming MBHCs and not acquisitions by the large banking organizations.
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i'here is justification for measuring concentration in an area smaller than the nation since the market for most banks is considerably less than the entire country. Since the state is the largest area within which banks can legally branch and form holding companies> Senate, March 7, 1978. and hence attempt to gain monopoly power, some feel that states are the relevant areas for measuring concentration.
5 Also, interbank rivalry may be dependent not only on local market concentration, but also on the degree to which a few large banking organizations in a state, each of which has banking offices in several common local markets, agree not to engage us It might have been expected that holding company activity would have its greatest impact on concentration at the state level, since holding companies are prohibited from operating in broader regions and since legal actions designed to prevent monopolistic formations are usually focused on smaller banking markets. Yet, what would appear to represent a significant increase in aggregate concentration in some states sometimes does not, in fact, represent any meaningful change in structure. The increases in concentration often involved acquisitions of banks which had formerly operated as members of a banking group unified through common owners and directors and interlocking management.°C
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Concentration in local markets is more crucial from a competitive point of view than is concentration nationally or statewide.
1°I n a local market, banks and their customers are in sufficiently chose proximity for competitive interaction to occur, and both information and transaction costs tend to rise for many types of services as the distance between the bank and customer increases, reducing the threat of effective outside competition.~Local markets characterized by a structure with relatively few firms and high barriers to entry will facilitate pricing conduct that is aimed at achieving joint profit maximization through collusion, price leadership, or other tacit pricing arrangements. 12 Nevertheless, greater publicity is given to System, 1977. trends in concentration in the nation or at the state level than at the local level. This probably reflects the difficulty of defining a local market, but also reflects a popular misconception that "bigness" alone is a measure of monopoly power.
It appears that concentration has remained unchanged or has decreased in most local banking markets during the period of rapid holding company acquisitions. A study of 213 metropolitan areas and 233 country banking markets over the 1966-75 period concluded that most banking markets became less concentrated in that period. Also, the procompetitive changes in banking market concentration occurred with greatest frequencies and in the largest magnitudes in those markets which had a relatively high concentration ratio in 1966.13 In addition, local areas experiencing MBHC activity generally had lower initial concentration than areas where no MBHC acquisitions occurred, 14 Also, MBHCs tend to acquire banks in markets characterized by relatively fast growth in terms of banking offices, and relatively favorable ratios of deposits per banking office.' 5
One positive influence on local competition may be stringent standards for approval of holding company acquisitions by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Before approval is given to a holding company to acquire a bank, the Board analyzes the effects of the proposal on competition in the local banking markets. An application is denied if its effects would be to reduce materially competition in a local market, unless there are other strong mitigating factors.'" Managements of relatively large holding companies generally assume that proposed acquisitions of relatively large independent banks in añ In analyzing the growth of MBI-IC subsidiaries after acquisitions, no significant effects in the market share of affiliated banks yin-a-yin banks remaining independent were found in four studies.
57 This probably reflects offsetting effects of MBHC affiliation. On the one hand, subsidiaries of MBI--ICs enjoy greater financial strength and ability to offer a wider range of services. On the other hand, the independent banks, on balance, can probably give more personalized service and adapt snore quickly to changing local conditions. Indeed, the independent bank's response to MBHCs in their area has probably intensified competition.
A related issue raised by the MBHC development is the effect of holding company affiliation on the availability and cost of bank services. The evidence available on bank performance is mostly indirect, such as changes in bank operating ratios; hence, most conclusions are tentative.
It has been argued that holding companies are able to offer more and better banking services to the customers of their affiliates than are independents because of their larger size and superior management. This assertion cannot be tested directly, but a reasonable proxy variable for the general quality of banking services is the rate of growth of a bank's deposits. Presumably, banks providing more and better services grow faster than other banks. However, as noted in the previous section, growth of affiliates has not been significantly different on average than growth of competing independent institutions.
Federal Reserve System application of the Holding Company Act probably has some influence on fostering better and broadened service by MBHC affiliates. To promote public interest, the Federal Reserve System evaluates the effects of a bank holding company acquisition on the basis of convenience and needs of the community to he served. 18 Every MBHC application to acquire a bank must include a description of changes, if any, the holding company plans to initiate in either availability or prices of services and how these changes will benefit the public. Proposals frequently include establishment of a trust or foreign banking service, raising interest rates on time and savings deposits to Regulation Q maxima, reducing rates on credit insurance premiums, providing data processing services, expanding certain types of loans, and providing snore customer facilities, such as parking lots, Convenience and needs factors alone are seldom the decisive factor in ruling on a case but these pledges can be crucial in determining whether the proposal is approved when it appears that other factors are marginal.' 9 In one study in which stated intentions of MBHC applications were compared with actual implementation, no instances were found in which promised actions were not subsequently taken. In a number of cases, however, intentions were not fully realized.' 0
Even though many MBHCs have implemented promised services and/or reduced prices, the differences between services offered by MBHC banks and other banks have been marginal. Statistical analyses show that bank branching and size are stronger determinants of most bank behavior ratios than MBHC affiliation." Affiliated banks tend to reduce cash and low-risk securities and increase loans, suggesting greater credit availability by MBHCs." Much of the gain, however, reflects the acquisition of a number of formerly ultraconservative banks. The ratio of time and savings deposit interest to total tune and savings "U.E.C., title deposits at MBHC affiliates increased relative to those of independent banks, but the change was not statistically significant." The ratio of trust revenue to total revenue tends to be higher for affiliates than for independents, from which some analysts conclude that MBHCs offer more trust services. However, empirical evidence indicates that trust revenue of banks in counties in which one or more banks are affiliated with holding companies was neither higher nor lower than in other counties, holding other factors constant.' 4
In short, most MBHC banks resemble non-MBHC banks." The impact of MBI-IC management upon the behavior of affiliated banks is best analyzed on an individual bank basis. MBHC acquisition of a "problem bank" or an ultraconservative bank could serve the public interest, whereas an MBFIC acquisition of a well-managed independent bank would apparently offer few public benefits.
A study of the effects of 43 acquisitions of rural community banks in Ohio compared with 101 comparable independent banks in the same communities found several interesting impacts of the MBHCs. The affiliates showed a greater preference for consumer lending, but some lack of interest in real estate and farm lending. Affiliate banks charged higher rates of interest on loans, hut they required somewhat lower downpayments and extended credit over slightly longer periods. Independent banks generally provided more auxiliary services with special emphasis on farm management consulting and general tax and financial advice. Holding companies introduced a number of services for the acquired banks, such as data processing, marketing, and loan participation arrangements. Some independent banks responded by joining consortia and relying heavily on correspondents in order to obtain comparable services.'°T he available evidence suggests that MBHC affiliation has produced a slight enlargement in the availability of banking services. Although it has frequently been contended that one advantage of joining an MBHC is improved operating efficiency for the acquired bank, empirical evidence does not indicate any such clear improvement of efficiency of affiliates over independents. The impact of affiliation on operating efficiency and profits is difficult to assess from financial statements since MBHCs may attempt to shift reported profits to the consolidated holding company rather than report them for each affiliate. This may be particularly true where the holding company does not completely own the affiliate. One study found no significant change in operating costs when an MBHC acquired a unit bank and an increase in such costs when it acquired a bank with branches.'M BFIC affiliates, as components of banking organizations larger than most independent banks, probably experience sonne economies of scale.' 8 MBHCs are able to consolidate risks by generally having a larger asset base and serving a wider geographical area than most independent banks, reducing cash and capital requirements. Other operating efficiencies for affiliates include better access to capital~advertising, data processing, specialized lending, and trust and foreign banking services.
Although ratios of total revenues to total assets have been higher for affiliates than for independent banks, total operating expenses to total assets have also been higher.'" In particular, MBHCs incur larger employee benefit costs and greater "other expenses" than independent banks." Because MBHCs are usually the larger banking organizations, one would intuitively expect them to have employee benefit pians which would tend to be extended to subsidiaries. The "other expenses" category includes many diverse bank expenses, and the actual reasons for the higher "other expenses" for holding company banks is not known. One could speculate that costs relating to the holding company structure and included in this category, such as management or legal fees, could conceivably drain some "profits" from the subsidiary banks.
Nevertheless, holding company acquisitions have probably had only moderate effects on prices, expenses, profitability, or performance of acquired banks." Since MBHCs have slightly higher operating costs than independent banks, it has been contended that affiliation with a holding company entails net diseconamies of scale rather than economies." Using a different line of reasoning, a study of Alabama banks over the period 1968 to 1973 found that, on balance, technical and operational efficiency improved for both independent and affiliate banks. Since this was a period in which the dominant change in the state's banking industry was the emergence of an aggressive MBHC movement, the findings were tentatively attributed to that activity."
Since there are significant differences between individual holding companies, it is probably misleading to group them in some average. NI any of the performance measures indicate that operations of banks affiliated with particular holding companies differed significantly from both independent banks and banks (1975), pp. 59-71. affiliated with other holding companies. It was possible in a number of instances to reject the hypothesis that holding-company-affiliated banks can be treated as elements of a single group as far as performance is concerned."
Examining the profitability of MBHC banks compared with independent banks through the use of performance ratios has not produced uniform results. In one study, MBHC affiliation was found to have a negative impact on the ratios of net income to total assets and on net income to equity.' 6 Another inquiry found no significant difference in holding company performance on net income to equity from that of independent banks.'T wo studies by John NIingo, taken together, hint at a third view of the profitability of MBHC affiliates. The first study found that holding companies tend to purchase banks with earnings to capital ratios below those of other banks.'~The second found that holding company banks, after acquisition, tend to have higher net earnings to capital ratios than do independent banks.'" A conclusion that MBHCs improved the profitability of acquired banks, however, may not be warranted in view of the changed samples.
The evidence on the profitability of MBHC affiliates is mixed, and the issue is not likely to be settled soon. In a number of cases, subsidiaries have been less profitable than independents of similar size in the same general area. However, the holding company may be attempting to maximize profits of the system rather than for each subsidiary. Also, many acquisitions have been of banks with below average profitability, and it may take more time to get a fair evaluation of their performance within the holding company. To date, only a few MBHC affiliates have been liquidated, sold, or spun off, indicating that any drag on the system's profitability has not been intolerable, Holding companies claim that they strengthen acquired banks in a number of ways. At times, they provide additional capital, personnel training, or skilled management. They diversify risks and lower the costs of providing certain specialized services. Resources of the entire system can he mobilized to solve a local bank's problems. Yet, most analyses have indicated that the alleged benefits of MBHCs on bank soundness are exaggerated. It is still not clear whether the holding company movement has, on balance, increased or reduced the soundness of banks.
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System denies applications of proposed holding company acquisitions if the payments necessary to retire debt incurred in buying the bank's stock would be likely to drain its retained earnings. In addition, capital has been supplied by the parent holding companies to a number of subsidiaries. Nevertheless, the capital positions of a number of acquired banks have been relatively low. The average ratio of capital to total assets or deposits is generally lower for affiliated banks than for independent counterparts.'" However, it has been found that holding company affiliation caused only a small decline in the capital to deposits ratio, one which was not statistically signiflcant.41 MBHC banks, on average, are leveraged to a greater extent than independent banks (as measured by lower capital/asset ratios), and hold greater proportions of higher-yielding (presumably more risky) assets than do comparable independents. Also, as market concentration increases, capital to asset ratios rise for independent banks as a class but decline for holding company banks. Such observations suggest that independent banks take most benefits of greater market power in the form of reduced risk, w'hile MBI-IC banks are less~Although affiliation tends to increase the payout ratio (dividends to net income) for affiliated banks," the funds may still be retained within the MBHC organization. Through the use of the holding company, some organizations have engaged in "double leveraging" -that is, raising funds through parent debt issues and "downstreaming" equity capital to bank subsidiaries. This practice allows the subsidiaries to increase reported capital ratios, while increasing the leverage of the holding company as a whole."
A conclusion that affiliated companies hold less capital to assets or deposits than their independent counterparts does not necessarily indicate that they are undercapitalized or less~The risks of banking are usually more diversified by having a larger asset base, by engaging in more activities and by operating over a wider region in an MBIIC arrangement than for an individual bank. Since such diversification reduces the lead bank's risk, the MBHC might assume a somewhat greater risk in each of its subsidiaries than otherwise without increasing the exposure of the system.'" Hence, even though an individual affiliate has less capital cushion, this might be matched by help it could reasonably expect from its parent should aversity arise.' 7
Despite a tremendous expansion of MBHCs during the last decade, commercial banking has changed only moderately as a result of these activities.'
8 Recognizing that it is too early to appraise adequately all the ramifications, the weight of the evidence so far seems to indicate that the net effects of the holding company '~SeeFederal Resen'e Bulletin (February 1976) it was concluded that the changed market structure has had only a small quantitative effect on price or profit performance in banking.
movement have been favorable for the general public. The fear that commercial banking would become less competitive if holding companies \vere permitted has not been substantiated. In many local markets, affiliates of MBI-lCs have increased competition, and the independent bank's response to the introduction of a holding company competitor has frequently also been to intensify competition.
On balance, MBFICs have offered a slightly wider range of banking services and have increased credit extended to consumers and small businesses over what otherwise would have been likely. As a result, revenues of affiliates have been higher than at independent banks, but costs have also been greater.
Affiliates of MBHCs are not as well capitalized as their independent counterparts, hut risk is reduced through greater diversification. Independent banks do not seem to have been harmed by the introduction of a holding company operation in their market area, having grown at roughly the same rate as similar-sized MBHC affiliates. Evidence on profitability of affiliates versus independent banks is still mixed.
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